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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

In this paper, we focus on simultaneous inference of transportation
modes and human activities in daily life via modelling and inference
from multivariate time series data, which are streamed from off-theshelf mobile sensors (e.g. embedded in smartphones) in real-world
dynamic environments. The transportation mode will be inferred
from the structured hierarchical contexts associated with human
activities. Through our mobile context recognition system, an accurate and robust solution can be obtained to infer transportation
mode, human activity and their associated contexts (e.g. whether
the user is in moving or stationary environment) simultaneously.
There are many challenges in analysing and modelling human
mobility patterns within urban areas due to the ever-changing environments of mobile users. For instance, a user could stay at a
particular location and then travel to various destinations depending on the tasks they carry within a day. Consequently, there is a
need to reduce the reliance on location-based sensors (e.g. GPS),
since they consume a significant amount of energy on smart devices, for the purpose of intelligent mobile sensing (i.e. automatic
inference of transportation mode, human activity and associated
contexts). Nevertheless, our system is capable of outperforming the
simplistic approach that only considers independent classifications
of multiple context label sets on data streamed from low-energy
sensors.

ubiquitous computing, transportation mode, human activity recognition, context modelling
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1

INTRODUCTION

Rapid development and population growth in urban areas have
gained tremendous attention from researchers to study human dynamics via mobile sensing technology. In order to close the gaps
towards a smarter city, it is also important for the local authorities
to discover the relevant knowledge from the observation of human
mobility patterns within various transportation contexts. The human movements within the cities are becoming more dynamic and
complex due to the high availability of the public transportation
services and dynamic environmental factors, especially with the
involvement of surrounding spatial and temporal elements that
could affect the accuracy in mobile sensing applications.
In daily commuting routines, smartphone users travel between
urban areas via certain transportation modes. The dynamic mobility
of the humans in each journey involves activities across multiple
transportation modes. Hence, the mode of transportation associated
with human activities always changes over the time, depending on
user’s spatial and temporal contexts. For example, in the morning
a mobile user travels from home to the office using a bus, train
and light rail while he could be standing or sitting while inside
those transportation mediums. Furthermore, during the transition
between these transportation mediums, the user might be required
to walk for a certain distance in order to get onboard on different
transportation mode (e.g. train or light rail). At a certain time slot,
the user could be relaxing while sitting on a couch at home, which
means having no transportation mode for the given contexts of this
mobile user. It should be noted that a mobile user in this paper is
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defined as a user that frequently moves (i.e. commute) and utilises
mobile devices (not limited to smartphones) in daily life.
In major metropolitan areas, smartphones are heavily used and
carried everywhere by individuals in order to perform their daily
tasks. These smartphones are embedded with various built-in mobile sensors that are capable of perceiving the user contexts, such as
transportation modes, human activities and types of environment
the mobile users are contained in, from the signals captured within
the vicinity of smart devices. In this case, the smart devices are
not only limited to first-person perspective (smartphone users), but
also to the ubiquitous devices that could be deployed throughout
the city. In this paper, the scope of our study is focused on a nontrivial issue to perform simultaneous inference of human activities,
transportation modes and their related contexts from mobile users’
perspective for the purpose of intelligent applications. For instance,
let us imagine the future intelligent assistant that can automatically
understand human commuting behaviour and recommend the best
route based on user contexts (including the past behaviour from
user’s mobility patterns).
In this paper, transportation mode, human activity and their related contexts (e.g. environment type) can be inferred from the data
streamed from the ubiquitous sensors embedded in a smartphone.
Such independent assumption of modelling human activities and
transportation mode may result in a wrong conceptual interpretation of an action, which is unfavourable for applications such as
intelligent assistants. For example, it may be less practical for a
human to "stand" in a car while the actual activity in such transportation could be "driving" or "sitting". Furthermore, we focus on
the simultaneous inference of mobile user contexts (transportation modes, human activities and associated environment contexts)
based on non-location based sensors. As a result, a less reliant solution to location-based sensors (e.g. GPS sensor) can be leveraged
for low-energy mobile sensing applications in dynamic urban environments. Inherently, this type of solutions will be an energy
efficient option as GPS sensors typically consume more energy in
most mobile sensing applications.
Hence, the contributions of this paper include:
(1) More accurate inference of transportation mode and human
activities without relying on the locations of mobile users.
(2) Simultaneous inference of transportation modes, human
activities and mobile user’s environmental contexts (e.g.
whether the user is in a moving environment or not) based
on the dependency of contextual labels of user’s annotations.
(3) A robust system for mobile context recognition on data
streaming from low-energy ubiquitous sensors.

2

RELATED WORKS

For many years, major works have been performed in order to
understand the human behavior and mobility patterns in various
interdisciplinary studies. To understand the human behavior in social interactions, previous study in [36] includes empirical analysis
and prediction that incorporates the essence of human mobility patterns to network measure such as connectivity in social networks.
They derived the mobility patterns from similarities in movements
and interactions via trajectories and communication records, which
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subsequently be correlated with the social connectedness in order
to produce models for social link prediction.
In regards to human activity recognition, Su et al. [32] recently
presented a general overview of techniques and challenges in performing activity recognition from the mobile phone sensors. Mainly,
the research in activity recognition is often treated as a classification
problem (for example: [7, 10, 12, 14, 26]) since there are labels associated to certain human activities for training and testing phases.
Other problem in this domain is related to adaptability to perform
real-time activity recognition on continuous streaming of sensor
data. The challenges are dominant in such live environment is due to
concept of variability and evolving user’s behavior. These changes
can be affected by the presence of concept drift [39]. Therefore,
adaptive approaches such as [1, 37] are recommended to perform
incremental learning in order to adjust with the evolving sensor
streams and user’s behaviors.
Furthermore, Lane et al. [15] has produced a survey in regards
to the significance of the sensors embedded in mobile phones to
be integrated within the space of personal, group and community
sensing applications. It is aligned with the fact that mobility patterns
can be inferred from these powerful mobile phones through variety
of built-in sensors. Especially in transportation domain, they noted
that traffic remains as a major problem, which is visible in our
society given with growing population and limited services that
are able to fully satisfy the transport needs. Therefore, congestion
becomes prominent and crucial in affecting urban planning and
traffic management. It brings a significant motivation for our study
to help extending the horizon of human mobility research. As one
of the benefits, the congestion can be reduced to a certain extent
with improved quality of service delivery and transport resource
allocation. Since our communities have been emerged with the
usage of mobile phones in their daily operations, the potential
is limitless to extract more knowledge from human behavior and
mobility patterns. Many works such as [19, 30] included the tracking
of user positioning characteristic in conjunction to activities in
order to offer location-based model of mobility patterns.
In the context of human activity recognition based on mobile
sensors, segmentation on live streaming data is often required in
order to extract the summary for further analysis and prediction
tasks. Within the field of activity recognition, relevant solutions
such as [8, 20, 35] have been proposed for time segmentation purposes. However, these did not address the problem where each of
the sensor can be sampled at different rate, thus, it is feasible to
have a sparse segment when size of time window is small. However, this problem was then addressed in the previous work [18] for
optimal windowing of multivariate sensor data, especially in the
scenario of multi-activity recognition. In a larger scenario of human activities in daily life, multi-context recognition is a prominent
problem, especially when different environments have their intrinsic sensing patterns, given the characteristics that can be captured
and identified from smart devices. Therefore, the immediate challenges that we face in multi-context recognition in an uncontrolled
environment are associated to the noise of streamed sensor data
that are subject to different types of user’s environments and their
activities. Such in-the-wild sensing settings [34] require non-trivial
consideration of many factors associated with the userâĂŹs daily
life, which increases the magnitude of real challenges and needs
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in multi-context recognition exponentially. For example, the users
may turn off the location tracking (e.g. GPS sensor) in order to
preserve the operational time of smartphone in their daily life (i.e.
minimising battery usage as highlighted in [34]). Hence, another
immediate challenge is addressed in this paper to design and construct a mobile context recognition system that relies less on the
location data of users. Consequently, our hypothesis initially assumed that these multiple contextual label sets are associated with
each other, reflected by multi-faceted contexts of human activities
in the daily life of these mobile users.
The scope of this paper includes the study of human activity
recognition from the mobile sensors that are induced within the
context of transport mobility patterns. Therefore, the problems
addressed in our study are related to transportation mode discovery
and the associated human activities within the temporal domain.
The mobility patterns presented are derived from overlapping labels
in temporal segmentation of sparse sensor data streams. To the best
of our knowledge, there is a lack of study in terms of inferring
mobility patterns for recognizing both transportation mode and
human activity.

3

PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we present the problem definition based on the
applications of smart sensing to infer multiple contextual labels
simultaneously from raw activity annotations in daily life. Inherently, these multiple contextual labels are related to mobile user
contexts such as transportation modes, human activities and their
environmental contexts (i.e. mobility of corresponding transportation modes).
Let S = {S 1 , S 2 , ..., Sd } be the set consisting of d number of mobile sensors of a user and Si (1 ≤ i ≤ d) is a sensor identifer within
the range of d sensor streams. Each arrival of sensor reading instance point I ji is associated to unique timestamp t j that is naturally
continuous in a sensor stream Si . It should be noted that sensor
streams set S correponds to a segment dedicated to a given raw
user annotation a. In this case, the raw user annotation refers to the
short description (typically in a diary-based study) of a human activity and its related contexts (e.g. transportation mode and the type
of environment). Given the temporal set T = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , ..., tm } in
a segment, the timestamp t j ∈ T corresponds to a particular sensor
data instance I ji . Each instance I ji consists of a collection of values
corresponding to multiple channels of a given sensor Si .
Given the feature vectors that can be computed from all segments of human activities in daily life, we formulate the following
problem to infer multiple contexts simultaneously from a raw user
annotation.
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Figure 1: Inferring multiple contexts (human activity and
related mobile contexts) on multivariate time series data of
mobile sensors
Definition 3.2. Therefore, we can define a = {A, Cmobil e } where
A is the instance of human activity and Cmobil e is the mobile contexts set associated to A. In this case, a transportation mode trans is
a member of Cmobil e = {C 1 , C 2 , ..., Cn }. Hence, the aim of a mobile
sensing application is to infer A and each member in Cmobil e simultaneously, assuming there are dependencies between the instances
of A, and members in Cmobil e .

4

MOBILE CONTEXT RECOGNITION SYSTEM

In this paper, our mobile context recognition system is used to tackle
the problem of simultaneous inference of human activities, transportation modes (including their environments) of mobile users in
their daily life. Therefore, we designed this system to be generic
for mobile context recognition purposes. In overall, this system
is composed of two overarching sub-modules (refer to Figure 2):
contextual modelling and multi-contexts inference.
In the first module, the process of constructing structured hierarchical contexts is performed using the proposed modelling
approach (defined in Section 4.1) by generalising, decomposing
and extracting the contexts associated with human activities in a
mobile sensing application. The second module is dedicated to a
simultaneous inference of the human activity and related contexts
of the mobile user.

Definition 3.1. Let a be the instance of a set of raw human annotations Annotations = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , ..., ar } in a mobile sensing
application.
For a general overview of the inferring mobile user contexts,
Figure 1 describes that an instance of user annotation a can be
decomposed into multiple contextual labels consisting of human
activity A and its related mobile contexts Cmobil e (including transportation mode).

Figure 2: General overview of mobile context recognition
system
In the contextual modelling module, there are two major components associated: 1) feature construction and extraction, and 2)
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modelling human activities, transportation modes and their related
contexts in a hierarchical structure. The first component relates to
typical process to produce important features of a segment, which
is related to a raw user annotation a. The second component will
be elaborated in Section 4.1.

Figure 3: Process workflow in contextual modelling component of mobile context recognition system
Figure 4: CBAR Modelling from raw user annotation

4.1

Context-based Activity Recognition
(CBAR) Modelling

Raw annotations can be noisy and inconsistent in a diary-based
study, especially the ones collected through Experience Sampling
Method (ESM) [9]. In this section, context-based activity recognition
(CBAR) modelling is presented as a conceptual modelling approach
that can be used to interlink the raw annotations to human activities
and mobile contexts defined in Definition 3.2. In other cases, entity
recognition [28] can be performed on textual data of the raw user
annotation, which can then be automatically associated to a relevant
human activity and its mobile contexts (including transportation
mode).
Since the human activities are being contained in a space, there
are several common properties that can characterise the transportation modes and environments of the mobile users. In this paper, we
refer these as the properties of sensing space, which consist of:
(1) Mobility of the sensing space. For instance, the environment can move in spatial and temporal domains. In other
words, the mobile users will experience dynamic mobility
extrapolated by their sensing space (environment) by moving from one location to another location. In this paper, the
nature of a sensing space can defined whether it is: 1) moving
or 2) stationary.
(2) Motorisation of the sensing space. In this case, the environment (space) where mobile users are contained in can be
characterised whether it is motorised or not. Consequently,
further categorisations (e.g. vehicle vs non-vehicle) of the
environments can be derived from this property.
As a result, the human activities can be modelled based on the
above properties, which could produce a significant distinction of
where the mobile users are contained in (including the environmental contexts associated to the contained space). It should be noted
that the above properties can be expanded further to characterise
human activities in the wild. In this paper, these properties are
presented in our initial framework for the purpose of multi-context
recognition of mobile users.

As shown in Figure 4, a given raw user annotation a can be
decomposed through a pre-defined entity recognition process. The
objective of this conceptual process is to first derive relevant transportation modes and human activities from all user annotations. In
Cmobil e set, the last item (i.e. Cn ) should correspond to the transportation mode (i.e. Cn = trans) where a human activity A is performed in. Consequently, the commonalities (based on properties
of sensing spaces) of all transportation modes in the system can be
derived into a sequence of C 1 to Cn−1 . Since there is an assumption
of dependencies between all mobile contexts and human activities,
the modelling can be expressed as: C 1 → C 2 → · · · → Cn → A.
For a typical implementation of simultaneous recognition of all
contextual labels (C 1 , C 2 , ..., Cn , A), a simplistic approach is to build
an independent classifier per each member of the contextual labels.
This typical approach is used as the baseline in our experiment.
Based on our conceptual modelling approach, there are two
approaches to address the simultaneous inference issue:
(1) Multi-stage inference from multiple classifiers that are modelled hierarchically. In other words, inference is made from
C 1 sequentially to Cn (transportation mode), then A.
(2) Inference from a multi-target classifier. In particular, multitarget classification [16] is a special case of multi-label classification in terms of modelling the dependencies between
target classes from multiple label sets.
As a result of CBAR modelling process in our system, all raw
annotations can be then be forwarded to the label set decomposition
process, where multi-context graph (schema) is produced as an
output for the next phase (models construction in multi-context
inference module of our mobile context recognition system).

4.2

Multi-context Inference of Transportation
Mode and Human Activity

Given the multi-context graph (schema) and feature instances produced from the previous module, various machine learning models
can be constructed (refer to Figure 5).

Inferring Transportation Mode and Human Activity

Figure 5: Process workflow in multi-context inference of
mobile context recognition system

The construction of models are based on two approaches that
have been previously mentioned in Section 4.1. The first approach
refers to construction of a classifier set, where inferred context
(output) becomes the input for next inference stage. In other words,
the classifiers are modelled in a hierarchical structure until the final
inference is achieved. The second approach of constructing a model
is by training a classifier based on multi-target algorithms. Each
model is constructed based on the input of training set (from feature
instances). Ultimately, contexts inference sub-component takes the
best model to perform simultaneous recognition of C 1 , C 2 , ..., Cn
and A. Consequently, the best model is selected through an internal
evaluation process in our system based on appropriate metrics (e.g.
the proportion of exact match).

5 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
5.1 Crowdsignal Dataset
In order to validate our mobile context recognition system, Crowdsignal dataset [38] is used in the experiment. This dataset consists
of rich crowdsourced mobile sensor data from smartphones and
wearable devices through in-the-wild data collection campaign.
Hence, each annotation is labelled by real participants in their daily
life. In particular, we leverage the time-interval labels (refer to the
ground truth annotations of scripted behaviour) in this dataset, due
to the presence of exact start and end time of specific and ongoing
activities, events and situations. Although this dataset consists of
the lifelog mobile sensor data from more than 30 participants, we
use the Android smartphone data of five representative participants
for the experiment and evaluation in this paper. From these five
mobile users, we identified the following unique raw annotations:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Walking
Riding in a car
Bus riding
Playing video game
Stairs
Light rail riding
Escalator
Elevator
Drinking
Riding scooter

For a typical solution of activity recognition, these ten annotations can be used directly to classify the human activity based on
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single-label-classification mechanism. However, it should be noted
that from the recognised human activities, their transportation
modes need to be inferred further. Through the CBAR modelling
approach, we can decompose these annotations to three different
mobile context label sets Cmobil e = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 } and an activity
label set A as shown in Figure 6. In other words, each raw annotation a above will be associated to all decomposed contextual labels
(i.e. a = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , A}). In this case, the ultimate aim of a mobile
sensing application is to infer the all decomposed labels accurately.
Although the decomposition of a raw user annotation can be
performed through entity recognition, the schema graph (refer to
Figure 6) is manually defined in our experiment. Hence, a mobile
context recognition system should be able to perform an accurate
simultaneous inference of mobile user contexts from the following
label sets derived from Crowdsignal dataset:
(1) Environment type of transportation mode (C 1 ) label set:

C 1 = Moving, Stationary
(2) Type of sensing space (C 2 ) label set:


Vehicle Riding, Non-vehicle Riding,
C2 =
Stairs, Others
(3) Transportation mode (C 3 ) label set:



 Bus, Light Rail, 



C 3 = Car, Scooter,

 Escalator, Elevator 




(4) Human activity (A) label set:


 Riding,







 Walking,

A=
Drinking,






 Playing video game 



Table 1: Activity segments and their annotations for sampled mobile users of Crowdsignal dataset
User ID

Smartphone

Annotated segments

A

Asus Zenfone 2

56

Annotations
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

B

Samsung Galaxy S7

20

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

C

Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge

131

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

D

Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge

212

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

E

Samsung SM-A800F

325

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

In terms of the coverage of activity segments, the annotations
are not always given by the participants at all time. This evidence
is also shown in Table 1 and Figure 7.
As described in Table 1, the sampled mobile users have different
types of Android smartphones. Consequently, the accuracy of multicontext inference could also be affected by the quality of mobile
sensors assembled by the device manufacturers. Moreover, each
smartphone model has different capabilities for mobile sensing due
to availability of sensor streams and limited types of embedded
mobile sensors. To build a generic model (i.e. person-independent
model), we leverage the following sensor streams that exist for the
five sampled mobile users:
(1) Accelerometer
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Figure 6: Multi-context graph from CBAR modelling of Crowdsignal dataset
Number of days for sensor data collection of mobile users

Hence, the frequency might also be affected by the quality of sensors
embedded in these smartphones. For instance, an accelerometer
sensor may be sampled at 20Hz for a particular smartphone while
another model would be sampled at 50Hz. For the screen status,
the smartphone listens to the callback events when the screen is
on or off. Consequently, the granularity of the data used in our
experiment is shown in Table 2 in terms of counts of sensor data
points.

60
50

Days

40
30
20

Table 2: Granularity (count) of raw sensor data points from
Android smartphones

10
0

Users
A

B

C

D

E

User ID

Number of annotated days
Total number of mobile sensor data collection days

Figure 7: Number of annotated days and total days for sampled mobile users of Crowdsignal dataset
(2) Magnetic field
(3) Light
(4) Screen status
In the Crowdsignal dataset, these sensors may be sampled at
different frequencies. In particular, accelerometer, magnetic field
and light sensors are sampled with SENSOR_DELAY_FASTEST
setting during the mobile data collection on Android smartphones.
This setting corresponds to the default setting of the associated
smartphone model for reading the sensor data as fast as possible.

5.2

Accelerometer

Magnetic field

Light

Screen status

A

10,270,550

10,149,507

51,896

371

B

1,044,436

247,243

24,981

49

C

17,318,445

4,786,078

447,907

460

D

22,554,947

9,627,477

521,762

1,214

E

40,040,845

20,814,032

40,755,734

1,664

Feature Construction and Extraction

For each annotated segment, we applied time-interval based temporal segmentation (1 second window size τ with 50% overlap)
and extract the features for each sensor stream. In this case, we
extracted the statistical features (mean, median, maximum, minimum, standard deviation, interquartile range, root-mean-square)
from each window of sensor streams. In other words, a statistical
feature is computed via a given function for all feature values in a
window, bounded by τ .

Inferring Transportation Mode and Human Activity
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For accelerometer and magnetic field sensor streams, the features
are extracted from the magnitude value computed from tri-axial
sensor readings. In other words, the magnitudes for accelerometer
mдacc and magnetic field mдmaд are calculated as follows:
(1)
mдacc :=

q
2 + y2 + z2
x acc
acc
acc

where x acc , yacc , zacc are the tri-axial sensor values of
phone’s acceleration.
(2)
mдmaд :=

q
2
2
2
xmaд
+ ymaд
+ zmaд

where xmaд , ymaд , zmaд are the tri-axial sensor values of
magnetic field measurement.
The purpose of computing and leveraging the magnitude values
is to construct a more robust model, which is invariant towards
smartphone’s orientation [40]. For light sensor stream, the statistical features are extracted from the raw reading of illuminance
(measured in lx) within a given window. On the other hand, the
screen status corresponds to whether the screen on the smartphone
is on or off, which may indicate how users are actively engaged
with their smartphones. Furthermore, it is known that there are
distinct variations of accelerometer and magnetometer reading inside various indoor spaces [33]. Hence, it is justified that a robust
and effective model could be build to infer the transportation mode
of a mobile user at a given point in time. Unlike the systems such
as [6, 25] that require GPS sensor to determine the transportation
mode, our mobile context recognition system do not need to rely
on the user’s locations. In fact, sampling from the GPS sensor is
known to have significant energy consumption compared to other
sensors (also proven in the study by Hemminki et al. [12]). It should
be noted that the gyroscope sensor stream is excluded during the
modelling stage due to its unavailability for user E’s smartphone
model.

Figure 8: Inference from independent classifiers

Figure 9: Multi-stage inference from classifiers

5.3

Experiment Setup

A pre-defined schema (refer to Figure 6) is used to map the predicted
raw annotation to the associated environment type (C 1 ) of transportation mode, further categorisations (C 2 ) of C 1 , transportation
mode (C 3 ) and human activity (A).
Our experiment is composed of two distinct sets. The first set
refers to inference made by independent classifiers for each contextual label (shown in Figure 8). In this case, the classifiers are
independently trained based on decomposed label sets (defined in
Section 5.1). The first experiment set is used as the baseline of a
typical mobile sensing application.
The second set of our experiment is associated with the inference of all contextual labels using our mobile context recognition
system. We implemented two approaches of models construction
of multi-context inference. The first one is referred as multi-stage
inference where a classifier is trained on each target label set. Subsequently, the output of inference will be appended to the feature
instances that are used the next stage of inference (refer to Figure 9). For instance, the training process of classifier for C 2 relies
on feature instances (consist of feature vectors and ground-truth
vector of C 1 ).

The second approach of models construction is based on the
pre-defined multi-target algorithms (refer to Figure 10). Hence, the
multi-target classifiers are deployed and evaluated on the following
algorithms:
(1) Class Relevance (CR), which is the multi-target version of the
Binary Relevance (BR) method for multi-label classification.
(2) Classifier Chains (CC)
(3) Nearest Set Replacement (NSR), which is the multi-target
version of Pruned Set (PS) method for multi-label classification.
(4) Ensemble of Classifier Chains of boosted classifiers (ENCC-AdaBoost). For the boosting implementation, AdaBoost
algorithm is used. The setup of EN-CC-AdaBoost could require significant memory resources in order to operate. This
fact is also proven during our experiment.
For both experiment sets, we leverage the following algorithms
as the base classifiers:
(1) Naïve Bayes (NB).
(2) Support Vector Classifier (SVC).
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Table 3: Performance of independent classifiers (baselines)
Metric

Figure 10: Multi-target inference from a classifier

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).
Decision Tree (DT).
Random Forests (RF).
k-Nearest Neighbor with k=1 (1NN).

For the baseline (first experiment set) and multi-stage classification experiment (in our mobile context recognition system), we
implemented the inferences using WEKA (version 3.8.1) data mining software library [11]. It contains the various functions needed
for data exploration and data mining tasks. For base classifiers, the
default configurations are used imperatively in WEKA. In this case,
decision tree classifier is named as J48 in WEKA. Default parameter
for k-Nearest Neighbor classifier is set where k = 1. In particular,
we use the SMO algorithm [13] for SVC in WEKA. Furthermore,
the maximum number of trees for Random Forests is set to 100.
For the multi-target inferences (in our mobile context recognition
system), they are evaluated based on our experiment using MEKA
(version 1.9.0) [24], a multi-label/multi-target extension to WEKA.

5.4

Evaluation

In order to validate the accuracy of multi-context inferences, 10-fold
cross-validation was applied to all runs in our experiment.
As mentioned previously, the experiment is evaluated on following two experiment sets: inference from independent classifiers
(baseline) and mobile contexts inference in our system (using both
multi-stage and multi-target algorithms approaches in models construction process).
For the evaluation, we leverage exact match and accuracy metrics. Accuracy is computed for each inference from the corresponding contextual label set, while exact match measure refers to the
proportion of correct prediction of all contextual labels (simultaneous inference of all contextual labels). Table 5 shows the overall
performance for independent inference, given the base classifiers.
Although the accuracy performance between independent inference and multi-stage inference is competitive, the exact match
(simultaneous inference of mobile contexts) through multi-stage
models shows a significant difference, proving that the dependencies between human activities and transportation mode (including
related contexts) are not to be neglected for a reliable inference in
a mobile sensing application.
From the performance comparison in Table 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, we
can conclude that best base classifier is dedicated to Random Forests
in most cases (except the performance in Table 8), thus maintaining
itself as the state-of-art algorithm for a real mobile sensing application. Although the basic tree based classifier (i.e. Decision Tree) has

Baseline
NB

SVC

MLP

DT

RF

1NN

Exact Match

1.4%

45.5%

34.5%

70.8%

89.4%

88.7%

Accuracy: C 1

66.0%

66.9%

68.5%

88.1%

93.4%

92.1%

Accuracy: C 2

11.6%

65.3%

67.3%

87.5%

93.0%

91.6%

Accuracy: Transportation Mode (C 3 )

5.4%

49.4%

56.4%

83.5%

91.7%

89.3%

Accuracy: Activity

16.8%

67.0%

69.2%

87.5%

93.0%

91.6%

Table 4: Performance of Multi-stage models
Metric

Multi-stage classification
NB

SVC

MLP

DT

RF

1NN

Exact Match

2.6%

48.0%

49.7%

81.0%

90.7%

88.7%

Accuracy: C 1

66.0%

66.9%

68.5%

88.1%

93.4%

92.1%

Accuracy: C 2

12.3%

65.2%

67.0%

87.2%

92.8%

91.6%

Accuracy: Transportation Mode (C 3 )

5.8%

48.2%

52.7%

82.4%

91.1%

89.3%

Accuracy: Activity

22.4%

66.8%

65.9%

87.1%

93.1%

91.6%

Table 5: Performance of Class Relevance (CR) models
Metric

Class Relevance
NB

SVC

MLP

DT

RF

1NN

Exact Match

1.4%

45.3%

36.7%

70.8%

92.9%

88.7%

Accuracy: C 1

66.0%

66.9%

68.8%

88.1%

93.5%

92.1%

Accuracy: C 2

11.5%

65.3%

66.8%

87.5%

93.1%

91.6%

Accuracy: Transportation Mode (C 3 )

5.4%

49.6%

56.0%

83.4%

91.8%

89.3%

Accuracy: Activity

16.8%

67.0%

68.5%

87.5%

93.2%

91.6%

Table 6: Performance of Classifier Chains (CC) models
Metric

Classifier Chains
NB

SVC

MLP

DT

RF

1NN

Exact Match

2.6%

48.8%

49.1%

82.1%

91.4%

88.7%

Accuracy: C 1

66.0%

67.2%

67.4%

88.3%

93.7%

92.1%

Accuracy: C 2

12.2%

65.7%

65.9%

87.4%

93.3%

91.6%

Accuracy: Transportation Mode (C 3 )

22.4%

49.6%

56.0%

83.4%

91.8%

89.3%

Accuracy: Activity

5.8%

66.6%

61.2%

87.3%

93.4%

91.6%

Table 7: Performance of NSR models
Metric

NSR
NB

SVC

MLP

DT

RF

1NN

Exact Match

11.4%

49.5%

50.4%

82.4%

91.6%

88.9%

Accuracy: C 1

38.1%

68.1%

69.0%

88.2%

93.8%

92.4%

Accuracy: C 2

32.7%

66.5%

67.4%

87.3%

93.4%

91.9%

Accuracy: Transportation Mode (C 3 )

27.3%

49.8%

56.2%

83.3%

91.8%

89.6%

Accuracy: Activity

22.5%

67.9%

63.8%

87.4%

93.6%

91.9%

the best performance in Table 8, its overall performance is yet lower
than our proposed multi-stage inference models (Table 4). Hence,
this result suggests that the applications of ensemble and boosting on multi-target algorithms may not increase the performance
of a mobile context recognition system. However, this approach
can still be used for model selection (in the internal evaluation
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Table 8: Performance of mobile context recognition system
using En-CC-AdaBoost
EN-CC-AdaBoost

Metric

NB

SVC

MLP

DT

RF

1NN

Exact Match

1.6%

48.7%

50.1%

90.1%

89.8%

86.9%

Accuracy: C 1

65.9%

67.4%

70.9%

93.1%

92.9%

91.3%

Accuracy: C 2

10.5%

65.8%

69.4%

92.7%

92.4%

90.7%

Accuracy: Transportation Mode (C 3 )

4.9%

49.2%

57.1%

90.8%

90.4%

87.9%

Accuracy: Activity

18.0%

67%

67.5%

92.8%

92.5%

90.6%

process), in case if it outperforms other inference approaches. Inherently, the applications of both ensembles and boosting consume
significant resources (in terms of training time, memory and space
requirements).
Through our mobile context recognition system, its performance
for the exact match is increased by 2.2% (from the baseline), which
is ultimately achieved by a multi-target inference approach of NSR
algorithm. On the other hand, the most significant increase of 19.3%
can be noticed (for exact match in Table 10) through the usage
of ensemble, multi-target classifier chains and boosting strategy
on decision tree (as base classifier). Furthermore, the significant
improvement is also shown for the accuracy of each contextual
label (e.g. inference of transportation mode depicted in Table 9).
Table 9: Accuracy of transportation mode inference for baseline and mobile context recognition system
System

NB

SVC

MLP

DT

RF

1NN

Baseline

5.4%

49.4%

56.4%

83.4%

91.7%

89.3%

27.3%

49.8%

56.0%

90.8%

91.8%

89.6%

(NSR)

(NSR)

(CR, CC)

(EN-CC-AdaBoost)

(NSR)

(NSR)

Proposed system

Table 10: Exact match for baseline and mobile context recognition system
System

NB

SVC

MLP

DT

RF

1NN

Baseline

1.4%

45.6%

34.5%

70.8%

89.4%

88.7%

11.4%

49.5%

50.4%

90.1%

91.6%

88.9%

(NSR)

(NSR)

(NSR)

(EN-CC-AdaBoost)

(NSR)

(NSR)

Proposed system

By being able to recognise multiple contexts of mobile users
simultaneously, many interactive and ubiquitous applications can
be enabled. Let us consider the scenario of a smart device to be able
to recognise the user contexts in daily life ubiquitously. Given the
accurate simultaneous recognition of both user environments and
activities, it can be used by the assistive technologies to improve
the quality of life for these mobile users. For example, intelligent
reminders of user activities and notifications for major transportation delays due to the current situation of the users. This outcome
can also be leveraged for the applications of discovering user routines [21, 22, 27] based on personal contexts of mobile users. In an
intelligent healthcare scenario, a robust and simultaneous recognition of multiple user contexts would be important to be considered
for elderly and disabled people, while travelling through various

accessible paths [23]. In a large and pervasive sensing scenario
(e.g. [17]), mobile context recognition would be beneficial for crowdsensing from smart devices (e.g. Internet of Things) if the model
can be used for robust and simultaneous user contexts recognition.
In smart city applications, simultaneous contexts recognition can
be used to enable smarter citizen violation prediction based on realtime inference from multiple sources, such as parking violation
prediction [29] that can be improved by considering the ubiquitous
contexts from both parking officer and IoT devices on the parking
spaces. In the case of analysing the space utilisation (e.g. [2–5]),
simultaneous recognition of contexts from multiple rooms can be
leveraged for better occupancy counting and recommendation of
places to occupy, also by considering the dynamic environment and
personal user contexts. In a smart home environment, intelligent
electricity consumption prediction (e.g. [31]) can be improved by
considering multiple contexts recognition of tenant activities.

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a mobile context recognition system is presented
for simultaneous inference of transportation modes and human
activities, including the environmental contexts of transportation
modes. Our system and study aim to enable smarter mobile sensing
applications by being able to provide intelligent assistance from the
accurate inference of related mobility contexts associated with human activities in daily life. Through our hierarchical and contextual
modelling approach (combined with multi-target algorithms), our
system is capable of outperforming the traditional approach of independent inference for multiple contexts of mobile users. Through
the exact match of all contextual labels of the mobile users, 19.3%
improvement is noticeable for a solution with decision tree as the
base classifier. On the other hand, the best performance of exact
match is acquired by random forests based solution in multi-context
recognition by far.
Furthermore, our system is robust towards the intelligent inference for the data streamed from low-energy sensors, which reduces
the overall reliance on location-based sensors. Nevertheless, many
challenges should be addressed to improve our system further. For
example, one of the immediate challenges in real-world is related
to coping context recognition with subjective and in-situ user annotations (e.g. in a mobile crowdsensing scenario). Consequently,
our future works will include the adaptation towards the new label
that emerges from mobile users and accurate prediction of human
annotation in a diary-based study, within the scope of intelligent
assistant applications.
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